
mormon origins in new york
an introductory analysis

james B alienallenailen and leonard J arringtonarlington

in the fall of 1967 a small group of mormon historians
met in salt lake city to discuss the problems involved in
writing the history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1 they were concerned with the history of the
church and its background in new york from 1820 to 18501830
the decade which may be called the period of mormon origins
well aware that most books and articles on mormonism say
something about the period they were also aware that no
searching in depth analysis had yet been made of the entire
decade it was apparent that all periods of mormon history
were crying for more study and fresh historical analysis but
new york seemed the logical place to begin

the five men formed themselves into an organization
called mormon origins in new york with truman G
madsen director of the institute of mormon studies at brig-
ham young university as chairman or director the purpose
of the organization was to promote studies of all phases of
mormon history in new york mormon scholarship seemed
to have reached a point that it should be concerned not only
with proving the claims of joseph smith but also with recog-
nizing the human side of church history with respect to pos-
sible new evaluations of joseph smith for example dr mad-
sen later wrote now that the anti mormon will to exag-
gerate and the pro mormon will to gloss are antiquated we

dr alienallenailen associate professor of history at brigham young university is
the author of many articles on mormon history leonard arrington profes-
sor of economicseconomics at utah state university currently serves as president of
the western history association and has written widely on church and
western history the writers are grateful to truman madsen davis bitton
and T edgar lyon for suggestions on this article

thehe group consisted of truman G madsen leonard J arrington T
edgar lyon richard L bushman and james B allenalienailen
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can perhaps see joseph smith as he saw himself both as a
prophet and as a growing not infallible human being 2 the
human failings of many early mormonscormonsMormons leaders and followers
alike have frequently been irresponsibly exploited by anti
mormon writers evidence of these failings needs to be more
responsibly analyzed and clarified as does evidence of their
more commendable qualities in an effort to achieve the proper
historical balance of all aspects of church history in this early
period

the steering committee began immediately to encourage
research in the political and social setting of the church in
new york the theological and organizational aspects of the
new york period and the background of individuals both
mormonscormons and non mormonscormons who were involved with the
nascent church there were two aims 1 to gather a body
of primary material and 2 to stimulate the publication of
monographs based on these materials every effort would be
made to avoid slanting the material it should tell its own
story

dr madsen arranged through the institute of mormon
studies to send several scholars to the eastern united states
during the summer of 1968 although the time was limited
these men scoured libraries studied newspapers and sought
to find private individuals who might uncover hitherto un-
known source materials in this issue of BYU studies two of
these men milton backman and larry porter present some
of their findings

THE PROBLEM OF MORMON ORIGINS

the problem of mormon origins may be approached in
several different ways although these approaches are not
always mutually exclusive one is what might be called the
polemical approach which emphasizes joseph smith and his
spiritual experiences this approach implicitly raises the ques

madsen to james B allenalienailen november 25 1968 the prophet indeed
often alluded to his own weaknesses as he did on february 8 18431845 this
morning I1 read german and visited with a brother and sister from michigan
who thought that a prophet is always a prophet but I1 told them that a
prophet was a prophet only when acting as such joseph smith history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints edited by B H roberts salt lake
city 1958 vol 5 p 265 hereafter cited as DHC see also ibid vol
2 p 302 vol 6 p 366
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tion did these things actually happen devout latter day
saint writers naturally assume that they did and their publi-
cations are frequently devoted to marshaling the evidence to
prove them or to detailing the experiences in such a way that
spiritual understanding will be enhanced this is called
apologia not in derision but simply to classify it as the kind
of writing that is intended primarily to defend and justify
this approach has value not only in promoting faith in the
restoration but also in expression even for nonbelieversnonbelievers of
the essential spirit of the faith unless a historian has an
appreciation of this spirit he will find it difficult to under-
stand the history of mormonism or indeed of any religious
movement

in a sense the so called debunkers might fit into this
same category their emphasis too is on joseph smith and
his spiritual experiences convinced that such experiences did
not happen and that joseph was a fraud their basic intent
has been to discredit him and disprove his claims many of
these writers particularly those who wrote in the nineteenth
century could see nothing good in the church or in joseph
smith

A second way to approach the problem of mormon origins
is to study the political economic and social environment of
the areas and time in which joseph smith lived here one is
concerned not with proving or disproving any spiritual claims
but with historical analysis designed to promote a better under-
standing of every aspect of church history since this approach
is analytical and the writer strives to avoid any effort to build
or destroy faith his work is usually naturalistic

A third approach which we might call pluralistic is often
taken by mormon scholars who are also very much devoted to
the faith they accept the basic claims of joseph smith at
the same time they see great value in looking also at the
naturalistic aspects of his history they demonstrate that mor
mons are capable of looking at their history with both faith
and objectivity while their writings are not necessarily or
specifically pointed toward proving the faith implicit in
them is an acceptance of the faith and a belief that they can be
of service to the church through an attempt at balanced re-
porting it is in this spirit that the following articles were
written
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the deluge of literature which has been written on the
origin of mormonism is almost overwhelming but like the
literature of other historical events most of it can be traced to
a few basic sources or classified according to a few general
traditions the following list although by no means complete
represents the better known publications upon which current
knowledge of the period of mormon origins is basedteasedleased

the early claims of restoration mormonism or the
restored gospel of jesus christ had its official beginning in
the 1820 s with the assertions of joseph smith the teenage
son of a palmyra new york farmer of the same name that
he the son had received visions and communications from
heavenly beings nothing in his own hand has survived from
this period but there are references to his claims in letters
diaries and newspapers from the late 1820 s and on 3 in brief
these sources indicate that several in the family of joseph
smith sr influenced by revivals conducted by itinerant
preachers joined the methodist and presbyterian churches
young joseph was also smitten with a sense of sin as the
revivalistsrevivalists would have said but was perplexed as to which
church he should join after earnest prayer he came to under-
stand that he would be the instrument through which the true
gospel of christ would be restored heavenly beings directed
him to a nearby hill where he found gold plates which he
11 translated by the gift and power of god the trans-
lation was published in palmyra in 1830 as the book of mor-
mon declared to be a record of the people of the western
hemisphere it contained both history and theology widely
circulated and commented upon the book of mormon was
the first religious tract of the infant church of christ founded
in fayette seneca county new york on april 6 18501830

the campbell hurlburt howe tradition although con-
temporary newspapers contained much comment the first seri-
ous attempt to explicate mormon origins was made in a

aa3aA reviewreview of this 11literatureteraturetera ture isis published and discussed in francis W kirk-
ham A new witness for christchiist inin america the book of moimonmormonmaimon inde-
pendencependence mo 1942 republished by brigham young university 1960 et
seq and a second volumeolumealume published under the same title inin independence
mam1missourissouritsouri in 1951 and in salt lake cityotygity utah in 1959 A letter to lucius
fenn from seneca county N Y dated february 12 1830 is published in
william mulder and A russell mortensen eds among the cormonsmormonsMormons
historic accounts by contemporary observers new york 1958 ppap 262926 29
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critical analysis of the book of mormon published by alexan-
der campbell founder of the disciples of christ in the mil-
lennial harbinger february 7 1831 under the title delu-
sions campbell sought to show that joseph smith was the
real author of the book of mormon declaring the prophet
to be as ignorant and impudent a knave as ever wrote a
book campbell asserted that young smith betrays the
cloven foot in his many errors

campbell s case against joseph smith can be reduced to
three basic arguments 1 the book of mormon was incon-
sistent with the old and new testaments 2 it reflected
the religious cross currents of western new york in the late
1820 ss4sa4 3 its writing style was that of an ignorant person

BOOKS ATTACK JOSEPH SMITHS CLAIMS

campbell s blast at the book of mormon was the forerun-
ner of a long series of publications designed to prove joseph
smith an imposter the first major book mormonism un
availedvailed klckicsic was published by E D howe in painesvillegainesvillePainesville
ohio in 1834 the publisher of the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph
howe had begun as early as 1831 the printing of anti
mormon letters and articles 5 he had made the acquaintance
of philastusphilistusPhilastus hurlburt 6 who was excommunicated from the
church on june 23 1833 for immorality and who spent the
last part of the year 1833 collecting affidavits about joseph
smith and his family from people who had known them in
new york and pennsylvania these affidavits which deni-
grated the character of the smith family provided about half
the bulk of mormonism unavailedunvailed although howe took credit

this prophet smith through his stone spectacles wrote on the plates
of nephi inin his book of mormon every error and almost every truth dis-
cussed inin new york for the last ten years he decides all the great contro-
versiesversiesverciesversiesslesslessies infant baptism ordination the trinity regeneration repentance justi-
ficationfication the fall of man the atonement transubstantiation fasting penance
church government religious experience the call to the ministry the general
resurrectionresurrecton eternal punishment who may baptizebapti2e and eveneen the questions of
free masonarymasonary sicstcsicftc republican government and the rights of man alexander
campbell delusions millennial harbingerHarbin geigel vol 2 february 7 1831 p
93

see kirkham A new witness jorforfoitoi christchiist inin americaamelAmei ica vol 2 chaps 7
and 8

variously spelled hurlbut hulbert hulburt etc
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for the book hurlburt seems to have been the principal com-
piler 7

mormonism unavailedunvailed began with a brief description of the
smith family they were lazy indolent ignorant and super-
stitiousstitious then came a seventy five page summary and analysis
of the book of mormon after discussion of the activities of
the mormonscormons to 18541834 the compilers presented letters and
affidavits from variousvarious people who had lived in the palmyra
region and had knowledge of the smiths these included a
series of nine letters written in 18511831 by ezra booth a method-
ist minister who had joined the mormon church then apostaacosta
tizedsized after a disappointing journey with joseph smith to mis-
souri his letters declared that he left the church because he
had seen joseph smith s prophecies fail 8 the tone of the
other statements collected by hurlburt is illustrated by that
of peter ingersoll sworn before a wayne county judge
ingersoll claimed to have known joseph smith personally from
1822 to 18301850 and stated that the family had been money
diggers even trying to get ingersoll to join them and that
joseph had pretended to locate the money through the use
of a certain stone ingersoll also stated that joseph had ad-
mitted to him that he never could actually see into the stone
and later that the finding of the golden bible was really
a deception other letters told of smith s money digging
clairvoyance and generally deceptive qualities while one state-
ment signed by fifty one people declared that the smiths were

destitute of moral character and addicted to vicious habits
the chief problem with all these affidavits of course is the
fact that we know little or nothing about the people who
wrote them or even whether they wrote them I1 and the
extent to which they were influenced by jealousy envy and

in 1878 howe wrote in 1834 1I wrote & compiled a book of 290
pages which was entitled mormonism unveiled which contained a succinct
& true history of the rrisese & progress of the sect up to that time as I1 verilyeerily
believedbeheedbeed eber D howe autobiography and recollections of a pioneer
printer pamesvillepainesvlPainesPamesvlvilleilellelie ohio 1878 p 45 all mormon sources credit
hurlburt with collecting the afflaffaaffidavitsdav ts and writing most of the manuscript
which was then sold to howe for 500 copies of the book after printed see
chardon spectator and geagiageagua gazette chardon ohio april 12 1834
sermon of george A smith on novemberno ember 15 1864 journal of discourses 26
volsoisvoisols liverpool vol 11 ppap 89 latteylatter dafday saints millennial star liv-
erpoolerpool vol 44 october 23 1882 ppap 3345334 5

see the discussion of booth s letters inin B H roberts A comprehensive
history of the church century 1I 6 volsvoisols salt lake city 1930 vol 1

ppap 265267265 267
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spite such statements were a dime a dozen inin contemporary
america and most historians give them short shriftshrift9shrifte there
was also a letter from charles anthon to whom martin harris
had taken certain characters purported to have been copied
from the gold plates anthon now expressed his feeling that
harris had been deluded and the whole book of mormon
story was a hoax

the final chapter of mormonism unavailedunvailed advanced the
spaulding rigdon theory of the origin of the book of mor-
mon sidney rigdon said the compilers was the real author of
the mormon conspiracy joseph smith was too illiterate to
have written the book by himself it was said that rigdon had
come into possession of the manuscript of an imaginative
romance concerning early america written about 1812 by the
reverend solomon spaulding who had deposited the manu-
script with patterson and lambdin printers inin pittsburgh
where ridgon obtained it while he lived there inin 1823 or
1824 hearing of joseph smith and his money digging rigdon
concocted a scheme whereby joseph would claim to have dug
up and translated the gold plates rigdon according to this
theory had taken spauldingSpauldmg s manuscript and modified it to
suit his purposes evidence for the theory was seen inin 1 1 the
testimony of several people who claimed to have seen the
spaulding manuscript or heard parts of it readredd and who noted
many exact parallels with the book of mormon including
proper names and specific events 2 the ready acceptance
by sidney rigdon of mormonism inin december 1830 and the
rapid move of joseph smith to ohio inin january 1831 after the
first public meeting of the two schemers 10

non mormon historian whitney cross for example comments on the
hurlburt documents aaa3a follows every circumstance seems to invalidate the
obviously prejudiced testimonials of unsympathetic neighbors collected by one
hostile individual whose style of composition stereotypes the language of
numerous witnesses that the smiths were either squatters or shiftless fron
titierer drifters many an honest and industrious farmer followed their identical
experience pursued by bad luck or poor judgment and sought a new fling at
fortune farther west no doubt the smiths like many of their fellows
wasted valuable time hunting gold at the proper turn of the moon one of
the potent sources of josephsjoseph s local ill repute may well have been the jealousy
of other persons who failed to discover golden plates inin the glacial sands
of the drumlinsdrumminsdrum lins whitney R cross the burned oderoveroner district ithaca 1950
ppap 141142141 142

the spaulding theory hasha long sincesince been discredited for one recent
analysis see marvinmabman in S hill the role of christian pnmitivismprimitivism inin the origin and
development of the mormon kingdom 18301844 unpublished phdph D dis
sertationseptationser tation dept of history university of chicago 1968 ppap 9297
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the hurlburt howe collaboration provided basic materials
upon which nearly all subsequent anti mormon writings were
based even friendly historians often drew information
about mormon origins from works which relied heavily on
mormonism unvaried 11 along with campbell s delusions
mormonism Vunavailedunvailedrivalled marked the beginning of a traditional
approach to mormon origins focussingfocussing on joseph smith and
the book of mormon and attempting to demonstrate that the
mormon prophet was a crude but deliberate fraud campbell
felt that joseph smith had composed the book himself while
hurlburt and howe involved sidney rigdon in a conspiracy
with joseph later writers frequently criticized the book of
mormon in the campbell tradition hurlburt and howe made
light of the book in somewhat the same fashion but ex-
plained the origin of mormonism in a manner suggested by
the hurlburt documents

the year 1842 was significant in mormon historiography
not only did joseph smith then begin serial publication of his
own important history but four important anti mormon works
also appeared rev john A clarkdarkoark s gleanings by the way
jonathan B turner s mormonism inin all ages daniel P kid-
der s mormonism and the cormonsmormonsMormons and henry caswall s

the city of the cormonsmormonsMormons clarkdarkoark an episcopal pastor in
palmyra recalled his impressions of joseph smith beginning
in 1827 he knew of smith s money digging and his claim
concerning the discovery of gold plates but considered it all
a hoax and joseph himself as dull and utterly destitute of
genius drawing heavily from mormonism unavailedvnvailedunvailed he told
almost the same story of the origin of mormonism his only
new contribution was another letter by professor anthon
written in 1840 and originally published in the episcopal
church record 122

jonathan turner often regarded as the founder of the
land grant system of colleges also drew heavily from hurl

G B arbaugh Revearevelationnionfion in mormonism chicago 1932 accepts and
argues for the spauldingSpauldmg theory alice felt tyler freedoms ferment minneap-
olis 1944 presents an interpretation of mormonism that isis based primarily
on the kind of information found inin mormonismmormomsm U unavailedmailedunvailed fawn brodie
inin no man knows my history new york 1945 accepts many statements
inin the affidavits but refutes the spauldingSpauldmg theory the authors of several
general histories of america inin turn frequently follow mrs brodie s inter-
pretationpretation of joseph smith

both of anthon s letters are republished with appropriate criticism in
roberts compicomprehensiveeh ensue history of the church vol 1 ppap 102109102 109
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burthurt s affidavits presenting the then standard image of young
joseph as a clairvoyant charlatan recognizing that the evi-
dence linking rigdon smith and the spaulding manuscript
was inconclusive he decided that joseph smith alone was the
author however he presumed that joseph hadbad access to the
spaulding manscriptmanuscriptmanscript through some source other than sidney
rigdon rigdon according to turner became the chief power
in the church after he persuaded joseph smith to move to
ohio and it was rigdon who formulated the doctrine of the
restoration gathering and other traditional mormon con-
cepts kidder whose work appeared later in the year gently
chided turner for this modification of the spaulding theory

BOOK OF MORMON WRITER BRILLIANT OR IGNORANT

in these writings one can see the development of an in-
terestingte inconsistency some writers held that the book of
mormon had to be the production of joseph smith for only
an ignorant person could have produced such a work others
arguing that it was the kind of work which only a brilliant
imaginative person could have produced assigned it to sidney
rigdon still others said that joseph smith was clever enough
to have produced the book by himself

also published in 1842 was the city of the cormonsmormons by
henry caswall one of the earliest works about the mormonscormons
printed in europe A professor of divinity at kemper college

episcopal in missouri caswall showed familiarity with
those writings of joseph smith which had recently been pub-
lished in the church owned times and seasons but drew most
of his information from clarkdarkoark and turner caswall accepted
the spaulding rigdon theory of the origin of the book of
mormon but reflecting his reading of turner pointed out
that some people felt rigdon was too intelligent to write such
a work in his work published in 1843 the prophet of
the nineteenth century caswall anticipated as turner had
done the social analysis of mormon origins adopted by many
modern scholars wrote the snobbish caswall

mormonism is a system which could not have been easily
produced or readily developed inin england the mature
religious institutions of the mother country would have
appeared a bulwark against its progress as a fanaticism
had it been preached in the first place in britain it would
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probably have crept in the dust like other reptile forms of
delusion but in the western hemisphere its antecedent
probability of success was incalculably greater the fuel
was already collected the pile was duly prepared and an
accidental spark alone was wanting to kindle a blaze of
fanaticism which no existing means would avail to extin-
guish appp 121 2

by the 1850 s non mormonscormons had added little to the general
theme begun by campbell and hurlburt howe by this time
they were using some of the material published by the mor
mons themselves but they always returned to the tradition of
mormonism unavailedunvailed to prove the true character of joseph
smith and the true origin of the book of mormon robert
chambers history of the cormonsmormonsMormons published in 1853 is a
good example

one of the most influential anti mormon works of the later
nineteenth century was pomeroy tucker s origin rise and
progress of mormonism 1867 tucker had lived in palmyra
sincesince 1823 was employed in the printing shop that published
the first edition of the book of mormon and was personally
acquainted with joseph smith and his associates drawing
heavily from mormonism uncalled as well as his own recollec-
tions tucker s conclusions were essentially those of hurlburt
howe although he did modify a few important details he
did not remember for example the youthful joseph as ignor-
ant or unschooled

joseph moreover as he grew in years had learned to
read comprehensively in which qualification he was far in
advance of his elder brother and even of his father and
this talent was assiduously devoted as he quitted or modified
his idle habits to the perusal of works of fiction and records
of criminality such for instance as would be classified with
the dime novels of the present day the stories of stephen
burroughs and captain kidd and the like presented the
highest charms for his expanding mental perceptions As
he further advanced in reading and knowledge he assumed
a spiritual or religious turn of mind and frequently perused
the bible becoming quite familiar with portions thereof
both of the old and new testaments selected texts from
which he quoted and discussed with great assurance when in
the presence of his superstitious acquaintances p 17

this approach anticipated a more recent line of scholarship
which accepts hurlburt s claims about joseph smith s money
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digging clairvoyance and dishonesty but postulates that he
was sufficiently well read and clever to have written the book
of mormon

in 18851883 ellen E dickinson a relative of solomon spauld-
ing published new light on mormonism new york ad-
vertisedvertised as a brief and succinct history of this stupendous
delusion dickinson s work was largely a story of the spauld-
ing romance it also gave much background some of it contra-
dictorydic tory on mormonism unavailedunvailed but was marred throughout
by the author s complete acceptance of the spaulding theory
one of her contributions was an 1882 interview with philastusphilistusPhilastus
hurlburt though hurlburt would not admit it she claimed
that hebe had stolen the original manuscript from the spaulding
family in 18541834 and turned it over to the mormonscormonsMormons who de-
stroyed it

in the prophet of palmyra new york 1890 thomas
gregg went back to the original unlettered theory by stating
categorically that when joseph smith began his career his
untutored and feeble intellect had not yet grasped at anything
beyond toying with mysterious things after he obtained the
spaulding manuscript according to gregg he got the idea of a
new sect and was aided by confederates as bad as himself
gregg ridiculed joseph smith s account of the origin of the
church he published an interview with david whitmer for
example in which this book of mormon witness declared
that in translating joseph did not even use the gold plates but
rather placed two chocolate covered stones to his eyes covered
his face with a hatbat and saw the words appear chap III111lil 13

gregg added two interesting items to this traditional ap-
proach to mormon origins one was a letter from stephen S

harding who had been governor of utah in 186218631862 1863 the
letter written in 1882 told of harding s return to his boyhood
home of palmyra in 1829 just in time to be present when the
first pages of the book of mormon came from the press he
told of the credulity of joseph smith s associates of his own
successful efforts to hoodwink them into believing that he too

the two best historiographical discussionsdiscussion3 of joseph smiths method of
translating the gold plates are B H roberts translation of the book

of mormon improvement era vol 9 april may july 1906 and james
E lancaster by the gift and power of god the method of translation
of the book of mormon the saints herald november 15 1962 ppap 141814 18
22 33
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had been chosen to assist in the work and of his belief that
the book originated with the spaulding manuscript harding
also claimed to have seen a newspaper notice in the brook
ville enquirer as early as the fall of 1827 which mentioned
joseph smith and the finding of a golden bible mormon
writers have sometimes used this as evidence that joseph was
telling the story that early although the newspaper account
itself has yet to be brought to light

A second addition introduced by gregg dealt with the ap-
pearancepearance of a certain mysterious stranger whom earlier
writers claimed visited joseph smith prior to the publication
of the book of mormon A gentleman of undoubted char-
acter for veracity said gregg stated that sidney rigdon was
in palmyra three different times twice in 1827 and once in
1828 the same source also declared that oliver cowdery had
arrived in palmyra from kirtland ohio in 1826 then re-
turned the following year to take up his well known associa-
tion with joseph smith this of course linked smith
cowdery and rigdon all in the conspiracy although gregg
failed to divulge his source and no corroborating evidence has
ever been discovered the conspiracy theory first advanced by
hurlburt howe was receiving plenty of literary amplification

in the first half of the twentieth century the most widely
quoted book on mormonism was probably william alexander
linn s the story of the cormonsmormons new york 1902 linn
devoted more space than any previous writer to the period of
mormon origins and his book appeared impressive by its
documentation he used the mormon writings of joseph smith
lucy smith orson pratt and parley P pratt nevertheless his
primary source material was the berrian collection of mor-
mon materials mostly anti mormon in the new york public
library he relied heavily on john A clarkdarkoark pomeroy tucker
a few magazine articles and inevitably hurlburt howe he de-
voted more space to the smith family background than most
earlier writers and added his own exegesis to the general story
of mormon origins the original idea of golden plates he
suggested was based on a thirteenth century story of an ever-
lasting gospel written on plates which was intended to sup-
plant the new testament because of his theological back-
ground said linn rigdon would have known the story chap
IX
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in 1931 harry M beardsley published joseph smith and
his mormon empire presenting again the theme that joseph
smith was an impoverished illiterate disreputable youth the
most notorious of a shiftless family p 6 and that the
book of mormon and the new religion were produced in
collusion with sidney rigdon beardsley s superficial biogra-
phy was a classic example of the old campbell hurlburt howe
tradition A more scholarly work published by george B ar-
baugh in 1932 was revelation inin mormonism its character
and changing forms although staunchly in the hurlburt
howe tradition arbaugh was much more analytical than most
of his predecessors and was more successful in relating the
origin of mormonism to its social environment

in brief a full century after the original pattern was set
mormonism unavailedunvailed with its emphasis on joseph smith s

personality and his presumed collusion with sidney rigdon
still provided the pattern for explaining mormon origins 14

CHURCH CLERKS APPOINTED

the smith pratt tradition during its early years the
church made little progress toward publishing a detailed
sympathetic account of its own origin oliver cowdery and
joseph smith apparently kept early notes and records but on
march 8 1831 john whitmer was appointed to keep the
church record and history continuously whitmer however
did not deal with the period of mormon origins when he
was released from his position in 1838 he refused to surrender
his records and history not until 1893 did his history become
the property of the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints john corrill and elias higbee were ap-
pointed church historians in 1838 but higbee did not write
anything and corrill left the church the same year his his-
tory published in 1839 contained nothibothinothing on the new york
period 15

the first substantial mormon effort to publish a history
of the rise of the church came with the printing of a series of

other significant non mormon writers of this period drew heavily from
the same traditcradittraditionon but their writings also took on some new dimensions which
will be discussed below

roberts comprehensive history vol 1 p 429 john WWhchilmersburnerswhilmersilmers history
salt lake city 1966 john corrill A brief history of the church of christ

of latter day saints st louis 1839
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letters by oliver cowdery in the church paper the latter day
saints messenger and advocate kirtland ohio beginning
in october 1834 16 the same year that hurlburt and howe pub-
lished their influential expose cowdery received the assistance
of joseph smith in the preparation of these letters and the
mormon leader helped introduce the series by publishing a
statement admitting that in common with most or all
youths he fell into many vices and follies 1 I have not he
said been guilty of wronging or injuring any man or society of
men but he admitted having such imperfections as a light
and too often vain mind exhibiting a foolish and trifling
conversation 17 this statement was apparently intended as a
reply to some of the affidavits being collected and published
by hurlburt for he wrote

having learned from the first no of the messenger and
advocate that you were not only about to give a history
of the rise and progress of the church of the latter day
saints but that said history would necessarily embrace
my life and character I1 have been induced to give you the
time and place of my birth as I1 have learned that many of
the opposers of those principles which I1 have held forth to
the world profess a personal acquaintance with me though
when not in my presence represent me to be another
person in age education and stature from what I1 am 18

cowdery s first letters contained lucid descriptions often
quoted by later mormon writers of his feelings as he met
joseph smith assistedassisted in the translation of the book of mor-
mon and witnessed the angel john the baptist who be-
stowed upon them the priesthood

cowdery s third and fourth letters were the first published
works to associate the methodist minister rev george lane
with joseph smith s religious experiences in so doing cowdery
initiated a chronological confusion discussed below which
has plagued mormon historians ever since cowdery s letters
told in grandiose style of the religious excitement which had
aroused the palmyra vicinity in 1823 he does not say 1820
and which led to joseph smith s prayer and the appearance

actually a brief rise and progress of the church of christ by W W
phelps was published as early as april 1833 in the evening and the morning
star zionzion independence mo

17 messenger and advocate vol 1 december 1834 p 40
ibid
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of an angel who told him of the plates from which the book
of mormon was eventually translated

cowdery s letters began a mormon approach to the origin
of the church which like the hurlburt howe tradition cen-
tered on joseph smith s background personality and spiritual
experiences mormon writers in this tradition were inclined to
leave out strictly human activities in an effort to counteract
the debunkers who had gone to the opposite extreme 19 empha-
sizing the positive these mormon writers concentrated on the
visions and revelations which led to the publication of the
book of mormon and the founding of the church it was
unfortunate that mormonism unavailedunvailed and other anti mormon
commentaries had appeared earlier for this tended to make
mormon histories defensive

HISTORY OF JOSEPH SMITH PUBLISHED

in 1838 joseph smith began to prepare his own history
for publication this history ran serially in the times and
seasons in 184218461842 1846 and later in the millennial star and the
deseret news it was in this history that joseph smith first
prepared for publication the story of his first vision stating
that it occurred in the year 1820 20 the history of joseph
smith elaborated on the young prophet s activities during the
years after 1820 and more particularly after 1827 the
history contains a transcription of each revelation received

during the period As later published by B H roberts the
section covering the period of mormon origins occupies some
130 pages and is an indispensable source for both mormon
and non mormon historians

prior to the original publication of the history of joseph
smith however two other mormon sources recounted some
of joseph smith s early experiences one was a missionary
tract written by orson pratt and printed in england in 1840
under the title an interesting account of several remarkable
visions and of the late discovery of ancient american rec

see messenger and advocate vol 1 december 1834 p 42 history
of joseph smith times and seasons nauvoo ill111111.iiiliiili vol 3 march 15
1842 ppap 726727726 727

A discussion of the knowledge of the first vision as it appeared in
early mormon and non mormon literature is given in james B allenalienaltenattenailen the
significance of joseph smith s first vision in mormon thought dialogue
A journal of mormon thought vol 1 autumn 1966 ppap 294529 45
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ords pratt had apparently been authorized by joseph smith to
publish this work but he embellished the account of the first
vision in such a way that it took on a much more dramatic
air than any story ever recorded by joseph himself his ac-
count has become the basis for some of the expanded versions
of later mormon writers 21 in 1842 orson hyde printed a mis-
sionary tract in germany entitled A cry from the wilderness
A voice from the dust of the earth which contained a greatly
elaborated account of the vision the same year joseph smith
published in the times and seasons the wentworth letter
which contained an abbreviated account of the vision 22 his
more detailed history began to appear in print shortly there-
after the early experiences of joseph smith asltoldas to ld by himself
in his history took on the aura of scripture when they ap-
peared in the first edition of the pearl of great price pub-
lished by franklin D richards in england in 1851 and ac-
cepted by the church in 1880 as one of its standard works

shortly after the death of joseph smith his mother lucy
mack smith began a biography of her son she was assisted
by mrs martha jane knowlton coray a devout member of
the church and a competent writer in 1853 this history was
published in england by orson pratt under the title biograph-
ical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and his progenyprogeni
tors for many generations when copies of the book arrived
in utah however biographical sketches was criticized by
brigham young and utah historians as containing many in-
accuracies and it was recalled and suppressed the book was
republished in 1880 by the reorganized church still later in
1902 the improvement era published a revised edition under
the title history of the prophet joseph byhy his mother there
have been various revised editions since that time 23

lucy smith s history has become a basic source for most
writers who deal in any detail with the mormon prophet s

family11 background the first nine chapters deal with lucy s

2 see for example ivan J barrett joseph smith and the restoration
provo utah 1967 p 31

22 church history times and seasons vol 3 march 1 1842 ppap
706707706 707

2theathehe original edition may be compared with the most recent edition in
jerald & sandra tanner changes in joseph smiths history salt lake city
1966 see also robertsRobert3 comprehensive history vol 1 p an there is
some evidence to suggest that lucy smith was compiling her history prior to
the death of joseph
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immediate family the macks and give life sketches of her
fatherlatherC brothers and sisters as well as the story of her own
courtship and marriage the macks were presented as an
honorable industrious family in obvious contrast to the rather
critical image that had been presented by non mormon writers
mrs smith also provided a seven generation genealogy of the
smith family and a four generation mack family line other
chapters give many details not found elsewhere concerning the
smith family experiences after lucy s marriage to joseph
smith sr she emphasizes the spiritual nature of the family
by relating seven visions experienced by her husband prior to
those of their son later chapters quote extensively from her
son s own history which had already been published al-
though a few of her own observations and memories are in-
cluded

the writings of oliver cowdery joseph smith lucy smith
and orson pratt provided the basic mormon sources for the
period of mormon origins centerincenterinoCencenteringterin9 on joseph smith s back-
ground personality and spiritual experiences they tended to
be defensive and were designed primarily to build faith in
joseph smith as a prophet and religious leader they estab-
lished the pattern followed by most mormon histories down to
the present

illustrative of this approach is life of joseph smith the
prophet published by george Q cannon in 1888 writing pri-
marily for young believers cannon who was assisted by his
son frank J cannon followed the general outlines of the
joseph smith and lucy mack smith histories embellishing the
narrative with his own interpretations and dramatic style but
adding no new information after describing joseph as a hard-
working young man for example he comments

the sweat of his face therefore was at once a necessity
and a salutation a requisite for the family welfare and com-
fort a protection from enervating dreams no husbandman
of all that neighborhood was more industrious than he and
except for the hatred bred against him by false teachers and
their followers no one would have a better reputation p
46

in 1902 joseph and heman C smith historians for the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints pub-
lished their four volume history of the church of jesus christ
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of latter day saints lamoni iowa their basic source for
the new york period was the history of joseph smith
which they repeated in almost exact detail in 1922 joseph
fielding smith mormon apostle and church historian pub-
lished the first edition of his essentials in church history it
has been frequently updated and republished but elder smith s

treatment of the new york period was essentially that of his
father s uncle joseph smith

the most important mormon history to come from the
press since joseph smith s history of the church was B H
roberts six volume A comprehensive history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints century I1 published in
1930 most of this work had been published serially from 1909
to 1915 in the historical journal americana under the title
11 history of the mormon church some of it had been pub-
lished even before in some period histories roberts made
every effort to base his work on all available evidence both
mormon and non mormon and to correlate seemingly con-
flicting testimonies in such a way as to present an accurate
narrative he was acquainted with the works of all the im-
portant anti mormon writers and frequently used them when
he thought them reliable he also went beyond joseph and
lucy smith in presenting background material on the paternal
ancestry of the prophet roberts readily admitted that there
were discrepancies in some of the accounts of joseph s early
activities A note at the end of chapter VIII for example
comments on variations in the accounts of bringing home the
gold plates suggesting that these variations are not serious
and should actually be expected roberts also went into detail
in his explanations of the translation of the book of mormon
the organization of the church and the background of a few
of the people who became associated with joseph smith during
the new york period

roberts history nevertheless fits into the tradition being
discussed although he drew much from the writings of some
non mormonscormons from letters and other documents in the church
historian s office and from an address by david whitmer
his major sources of information were the writings of joseph
and lucy smith and he accepted the writings of joseph as
unquestionably accurate moreover the work was apologetic
many of roberts interpretations were specifically designed to
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answer charges by the non mormon writers described above
more than five pages were devoted to a rebuttal of the charges
that joseph smith s ancestors were restless illiterate and cre-
dulous 24

thetaeghe first mormon biography of joseph smith to be cir-
culated widely outside the church was john henry evans
joseph smith an american prophet published in 1933 evans
wrote in his introduction 1 I have tried to give a scientific
treatment of joseph smith the mormon prophet that is to
present the available facts without smothering these facts in
opinion this I1 believe has never been done before p vii
this attempt at scientific detachment was not completely suc-
cessfulcess ful the reader will note several places in which evans
added his personal interpretation of mormonism fitting
joseph smith s history into the pattern his style is also dis-
appointing to scholars for the writing was popularized and
lacked bibliographical footnotes and references evans showed
a lack of sophistication in his historianshiphistorian ship for example he
told of the organization of the church on april 6 1830 then
explained in some detail the importance and religious signifi-
cance of the church s name especially of the word saint
but he failed to recognize that the name of the church in 1830
was simply the church of christ its present name was not
adopted until 1838 evans general analysis of church history
follows the traditional pattern his basic reliance was on the
traditional sources and his book fits the basic pattern of mor-
mon defensive writing

three years after the appearance of evans biography there
appeared the first edition of a book which was to have a
greater impact on the youth of the church than any other
history william E berrett s the restored church originally
written at the request of the church s department of educa-
tion it has been revised frequently and has been used as the
basic church history text in the seminary program for more
than thirty years written in a warm and appealing style
and based primarily on smith and roberts it is not as argu-
mentativementa tive or defensive as roberts berrett also tried to place
the church in its broader historical setting with a discussion of
frontier america and the role of religion on the frontier

roberts comprehensive history vol 1 ppap 232823 28
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additional books which treat the new york period from
this defensive point of view include willard bean ABC
history of palmyra palmyra 19581938 preston nibley joseph
smith the prophet salt lake city 1946 pearson corbett
hyrum smith patriarch salt lake city 1963 and ivan J
barrett joseph smith and the restoration provo utah
1967 in each of these works the material on mormon
origins may be traced to the same sources and their purposes
are basically the same 2025

the socio psychological approach another school of
historians tries to analyze the sociological patterns which af-
fected the mormon prophet and in some case the psychologi-
cal forces which may have accounted for his actions while
they usually conclude along with the followers of hurlburt
howe that mormonism was founded on a deception their
individual paths to that conclusion are more original taken
together they form a body of literature on mormon origins
that stands apart from the older traditions

perhaps the earliest of these writers was I1 woodbridge
riley who published the founder of mormonism in 1902 A
strictly psychological approach to joseph smith riley s found-
er of mormonism boldly began with the thesis that the state
of his body goes far to explain the state of his mind and his
ancestry explains both like the distorted views of his
grandfather crookneckedcrook necked smith joseph s mental abnormali-
ties are to be connected with physical ills appp 343 4 riley
then proceeded to psychoanalyze not only the prophet but his
progenitors as well reading between the lines of lucy smith s

work and of her father s narrative history riley concluded
that joseph s whole family were natural heirs to the traits of
illiteracy restlessness and credulity p 12 in the visions of
joseph smith s father riley saw the basis for what he con-
sidered some of the hallucinations of joseph smith as well as
the source for certain episodes in the book of mormon he
did not consider joseph an intentional imposter rather he
explained joseph smith s visions in terms of abnormal psyapsy

it should perhaps be noted that corbett s biography of hyrum smith
contains unsupported interpolations which seek to reconstruct obscure and
sometimes unimportant events his intimate description of the family scene
as joseph smith told them the story of the angel moroni is not really sup-
ported in detail by the documents appp 283128 31
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chology from his mother joseph inherited a liability to
neural instability the prophet was described as addicted to
drunkenness one of the causes of his frequent seizures
more specifically riley saw joseph as an epileptic and he
read into the history of joseph and his ancestors all the
symptoms of epilepsy he explained the book of mormon in
terms of joseph s religious environment family background
andpersonaland personal experiences in support of this interpretation
riley accurately demonstrated that contemporaries often attrib-
uted a hebraic origin to the american indian according to
riley the book of mormon was a clue to the prophet s men-
tality its four chief marks were a redundant style fragmen-
tary information a fanciful archaeology and an unsystematic
theology p 168 allailali evidences of the fancifulness and
restlessness of joseph 26

MORE RECENT STUDIES OF JOSEPH SMITH

in 1912 eduard meyer an eminent german scholar who
had visited utah published ursprung und geschichte derdefser
mormonenMormonen 27 meyer had access to most of the standard mor-
mon and non mormon sources but was particularly impressed
with riley s psychological explanation like riley he rejected
the spaulding theory he was generous to the three wit-
nesses who he explained actually saw the gold plates even
though they did not really exist because desire and promises
led to a common vision conjured up to them by the anticipa-
tion of the long preparation the pregnant atmosphere of
miracles through which they lived their prayer together and
the prophet s power of suggestion p 9 he was also some

latter day saint historians mightnight learn much from the insights of their
psychologist brethren A psychoanalytical biography of joseph smith of the
stature and depth of young man luther by erikenk erikson would help to
illuminate the process by which joseph s teenage religious confliCtconflicts3 ultimately
led to a spiritual solution of major consequence just as erikson depicts the
identity struggle of a young great man who ultimately established a new
branch of christendom so the use of psychoanalysis as a historical tool might
demonstrate how young joseph faced the problems of human existence in the
most forward terms of his era young joseph was not pathological as riley
supposed but the historian mustmut still consider the possibility that joseph s
search for truth was meaningfully related to his psychological conflicts see
erikenk H erikson young man luther A study in psychoanalysis and history
new york 1962

this isis now available inin english eduard meyermeer the origin and history
of the cormonsmormonsMor mons with reflections on the beginnings of islam and christianity
translated by heinz F rahde and eugene seaich salt lake city 1961
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what generous to joseph smith whose religious environment
with its emphasis on the old testament and upon visions ex-
plains how a young man could really believe that god had
called him to be a prophet

fawn M brodie s no man knows my history new york
1945 was an alfred A knopf prizewinningprize winning biography of
joseph smith mrs brodie relied on the traditional mormon
and non mormon sources foilforfoll the new york period she pro-
vided little new evidence except for a controversial transcript
of an alleged trial in 1826 in which joseph smith was found
guilty of disturbing the peace seeking to paint a preconceived
portrait of joseph smith mrs brodie ignored important con-
flicting sources her views are brilliantly presented however
and give the appearance of being well researched and docu-
mented for want of a better scholarly biography no man
knows my history continues to serve as a standard reference
for professional textbook writers who include a section or
chapter on early mormon history

mrs brodie began her work with the standard hurlburt
howe image of the smith family then proceeded to dramatize
the intense religious spirit which pervaded western new york
in joseph smith s time she rejected completely the spaulding
manuscript as the source of the book of mormon attributing
the latter wholly to joseph in the tradition of arbaugh and
riley but with more depth and clarity she analyzed the social
and religious environment of joseph smith as it related to
the book of mormon even though she considered young
joseph a likeable ne er do well she did not consider him
ignorant or unimaginative at the time the book of mormon
was written she demonstrated that he had every opportunity
to encounter the idea that american indians were of jewish
origin ethan smith s view of the hebrews may have been the
original source for joseph s ideas she speculated but it was
only a basic source and he built upon it other contemporary
ideas and problems provided the source for other parts of the
book his father s dreams were the source of the lehi vision
anti catholic feelings the source of the idea that much had
been lost from the bible and antimasonryanti masonry the source of
warnings against secret societies the book of mormon was
for her a product of its times she expressed surprise that
american literary historians had ignored it for it was one
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of the earliest examples of frontier fiction the first long
yankee narrative that owes nothing to english literary
fashions p 67 she viewed joseph smith s role of prophet
as something he slipped into quite accidentally as he advanced
from one deception to another 2821

sooner or later a non mormon student of frederick jack-
son turner was certain to try his hand at mormon history it
was turner who had developed the famous thesis that certain
basic american institutions and characteristics were the result
of the frontier experience dean D mcbrien who in 1924
had followed turner all the way to logan utah to take his
course in the history of the frontier at utah state university
later completed a dissertation for george washington uni-
versity on the influence of the frontier on joseph smith
more than eighty pages of this little used dissertation are con-
cerned with the new york phase of mormonism mcbrien
in a typically turnerian interpretation stresses the role of the
physical social and cultural environment of the new york
frontier in the origins of mormonism

joseph smith was an american an american westerner
As such it is not to be wondered that there should be found
blended within him a mixture of the ideas principles emo-
tions and crude conceptions of american frontier life of a
hundred years ago appp ii iii

many mormon writers too have in a somewhat turnerian
fashion related the history of the church to the history of the
american frontier william E berrett made such an attempt
in 1936 but perhaps the clearest mormon statement of the

frontier theory of mormon origins comes from milton R
hunter s the cormonsmormons and the american frontier salt lake
city 1940 hunter accepted the turner thesis and saw the

after the appearance of no man knows my historyhzstotHz stot hugh nibley pub-
lished the pamphlet no maam thats nonotnor historyhistonhistof salt lake city 1946
although a hurried reply to fawn brodie this booklet contained an incisive
and often humorous commentary on mrs brodie s reasoning and was applauded
in manmany quarters in censoring joseph smith s story a 1961 seriesserlesseriesserles of
articlearticles3 in the improvement era nibleynible wrote a more careful step by step
refutation of several anti mormon writers in the same tradition was a 1967
booklet exploding the mythmth aboutdroutabour joseph smith the mormon prophetPiopigplophet pub-
lished privately inin new york city by F L stewart miss stewart refutes mrs
brodie not only with logic but also by showing weaknesses inin documentation
and providing further historical material although some reviewersreviewers have
asserted that Mmissss stewart made a few historical blunders of her own the
work has value in helping to achieve a balanced viewview
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mormon experience as definitely a frontier and therefore
praiseworthy experience

in the early 1950 s the viewview that mormonism was a fron-
tier religion was challenged by two important studies whitney
R cross the burned over district the social and intellec-
tual history of enthusiastic religion inin western new york
180018501800 1850 ithaca 1950 argued that the palmyra area was
not a frontier by the time the smiths arrived it was less iso-
lated and provincial more vigorous and cosmopolitan than
vermont it was reaching economic stability p 40 nor
was mormonism a frontier religion its early converts were
not frontiersmen mormonism did not originate in the pioneer-
ing section of western new york and its early recruits came
from the longest settled neighborhoods of the region p 146
similar conclusions were reached independently by S george
ellsworth whose phd dissertation A history of mormon
missions in the united states and canada 183018601830 1860 was
completed at berkeley in 1951 29

other approaches A somewhat different view of mormon
origins may be seen through the experiences of someone other
than joseph smith unfortunately biographies and autobiogra-
phies of those who joined the church during this period are
sadly lacking A few useful details however may be gained by
reading such works as parley P pratt s autobiography salt
lake city 1874 stanley gunn s oliver cowdery salt lake
city 1962 and F mark mckiernan the voice of one
crying in the wilderness sidney rigdon religious reformer
179318761793 1876 phd dissertation university of kansas 1968

additional information about the period may be found in
various collections of readings published during the past few
years in 1953 william E berrett and alma P burton pub-
lished the first of their three volume readings in LDS
church history salt lake city which contained excerpts
iromfromgrom the standard pro mormon sources already mentioned

2aaaA recent essay has challenged these conclusions in the social sources
of mormonism church history march 1968 ppap 507950 79 mario de pillis
criticized both cross and ellsworth for relying on a too narrow definition of
the frontier and for not interpreting accurately the attributeattributes of the early
converts to mormonism according to de pillis western new york was still
a social frontier at the time mormonism originated and early mormonscormons were
still facing frontier type problems in spite of the maturing economy outlined
by cross and ellsworth
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hmongamong the cormonsmormonsMormons edited by william mulder and A rus-
sell mortensen new york 1958 contains a number of
valuable documents from sources less readily available to the
general reader A more extensive collection of sources relating
to the book of mormon is found in francis W kirkham s

two volume work A new witness for christ inin america in-
dependence mo 1941 and salt lake city 1952 kirkham
made an exhaustive effort to collect every available early
newspaper account or other reference to the book of mormon
as well as later narratives both pro and anti mormon which
might throw light upon its origin his basic purpose was to
prove the authenticity of the book of mormon by showing
the inconsistency of the anti mormon documents his docu-
ments are all valuable but they would be more useful if the
work had been better organized and clearer distinction made
between the documents and the editorializing

the most recent approach to mormon origins is milton
backman s american religions and the rise of mormonism
salt lake city 1965 which relates mormonism more fully

than previous histories to the religious environment in which
it arose

WANTED MORE RESEARCH AND WRITING ON
MORMON ORIGINS IN NEW YORK

in writing of those who were members of the church in
december 1830 joseph smith affectionately looked back on
the little flock which in all from colesvillelesvilleCo to canandaigua

new york numbered about seventy members 30 it is under-
standablestan dable that in 1830 little was being written or said about
joseph smith outside his immediate environment and that
even less was being said about his small band of followers
As mormonism increased in size power and significance
joseph smith became more important not only to his own
people but to americans in general it is now time to raise the
question of whether enough has been written about the ordi-
nary people involved in the beginning of the church w16wili
the purpose of understanding more about their backgrounds
their possible contributions and the impact the new movement
had on them this question leads directly to a larger question

DHC vol 1 p 132
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Is there not a need for new research and fresh literary ap-
proachesproaches to all aspects of mormon history

in order to comprehend the history of any movement or
institution one must be familiar with the context in which it
grew most twentieth century scholars who have written on
mormonism have attempted to relate joseph smith and the
early church to their environment but for the most part this
has been done very superficially there has been no major
treatise designed specifically to place mormonism in its politi-
cal economic and social setting cross and others have sug-
gested some comparisons between the new york revival and
those of kentucky showing that the new york experiences
were less hysterical in nature 31 further studies of the beliefs
of people in western new york and their comparison with
joseph smith s ideas would be welcome

inasmuch as mormonism eventually became a strong politi-
cal force in its own right a major treatment of the political
setting in which mormonism arose would be helpful while
we already know the chief political problems of the time and
secondary sources could probably give us much of the political
history of western new york and ohio there is little avail-
able that brings it all together with specific reference to its
impact on the infant mormon church and some of its mem-
bers 3212 in what way did the political climate help or hinder
the spread of mormonism did mistrust of the other groups
help prepare the atmosphere for the mormon persecutions33persecutions
what was the political climate of western new york and
what were the political philosophies of the first mormon con-
verts to what degree were they influenced by the trends
toward greater democracy and how might this have influ-
enced their behavior as church members

A related but perhaps larger set of questions has to do
with the economic and social background of mormonism

zaz1 see also manomariomarlo S de Ppillisllis mormon Commgommcommunitananismcommunitarianismunitarianism 182618461826 1846
phd disserdissertatdissertationdissertatetat onyaledonyaleyale university 1961

12some ideas are providedproiprol ded inin G homer durham joseph smith prophet
statesman salt lake city 1944 and hyrum L andrus the second
american revolution era of preparation BYU Slstudiesudies vols 121 2 autumn
1959 winter 1960 ppap 7110071 100

A good starting point might be daiddaviddald brion davisdais some themes of
counter subversion an analysis of antimasonicanti masonic anti catholic and antantiantl
mormon literature mississippi valley historical review vol 47 septem-
ber 1960 ppap 205224205 224
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what was the actual economic structure of western new york
and how did the small band of mormonscormons fit into it both be-
fore and after they joined the church to what degree was
western new york still a social or economic frontier and
what difference did that make as far as the prospective mor-
mon converts were concerned where is there a description
of the effect of the erie canal upon the region not only
economically but also in terms of increased communication
and hence the better circulation of ideas the erie canal cer-
tainly increased the flow of traffic between eastern and west-
ern new york and at the same time made traffic between
new york and ohio much less difficult did this facilitate
the communication of ideas between eastern ohio a hotbed
of the disciples of christ and western new york where
mormonism originated what did the early mormonscormons do for
a living and what was their general economic and social
status where did they come from and how long had they
been in new york to what churches if any did they belong
and what religious and other social ideas did they bring with
them into mormonism why were they converted and how
long did they remain in the church where were future con-
verts living at the time and how do all of the above questions
apply to themthem34 how well were they prepared for mormon-
ism as it developed through the 1830 s some historians may
even wish to speculate as to whether mormonism could have
succeeded as well had joseph smith chosen to remain in new
york rather than migrate to ohio in january of 1831

to help answer the foregoing questions two projects are
indispensable 1 1 a biographical profile of early church mem-
bers and 2 an analysis of the status of the infant church
as its leaders prepared to leave new york well researched
biographical sketches on each of the early converts would be
an invaluable asset they should include not only the little
flock struggling to get the church started in 1830 but also
others who came into the church during the next few years A
more sympathetic biography of joseph smith that matches in
literary quality the skillful presentation of fawn brodie is
needed as is a more accurate and objective biography of
hyrum smith richard L anderson has been working on a

excellent introductions to these problems are given in the cross and
ellsworth studies cited above
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study of the three witnesses oliver cowdery david
whitmer and martin harris it is hoped that his proposed
book will include the period of mormon origins as well as
their later experiences others converted during the new york
period who warrant biographical studies are joseph smith
sr lucy mack smith william smith samuel smith and
parley P pratt

A start toward these biographical studies may be seen in
the fact that at least fifty five of the seventy new york mor
mons are identifiable through the listings given in the history
of joseph smith brief and generally inadequate biographical
sketches may be found on only twenty three of these people in
andrew jenson s LDS biographical encyclopedia from these
sketches one may draw a few interesting conclusions although
not with any assurance that this represents an accurate social
profile the average age of the group was thirty one 36 the
oldest person joseph smith sr was fifty nine and the young-
est porter rockwell was fifteen fifteen of the twenty three
were thirty years of age or under theoccupationsthe occupations of most
were not given by jenson but there u4suswab at least one shoe-
maker one physician a miller and sevelaseveikseveral farmers it might
also be said that the new church was a family and friefriendgriendad
affair of the fifty five identifiable persons there was a direct
family friend relationship with the smiths of at least thirty
one the smith family included joseph sr lucy mack joseph
jr hyrum jerusha hyrum s wife katherine william don
carlos and emma joseph s wife the knight family had
long been on friendly terms with the smiths and the names
listed include joseph sr polly his wife joseph jr newell
and sally his wife emily coburn was a sister of newell s

wife and mr and mrs hezakiah peck were probably related
to polly peck the wife of joseph sr another close associate
of joseph smith s was of course oliver cowdery cowdery
was a good friend of the whitmer family and eventually
married elizabeth ann whitmer other members of the whit

two important early leaders have been the subject of book size bio-
graphiesgraphies the mckiernan dissertation on sidney rigdon cited above and
harold schindler otrinorrin poiterporter rockwell man of god son of thunder salt
lake city 1966 there are also theses at BYU on emma smith and T B
marsh and T edgar lyon s thesis at the university of chicago on orson
pratt

this does not include joseph knight sr whose birthdatebirthratebirth date is not known
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mer family included peter sr mary his wife peter jr
christian anne his wife john jacob elizabeth his wife
catherine and david catherine whitmer was married to
hiram page martin harris of course was also a friend of
the smiths undoubtedly other members of the little flock
were close friends or relatives of some of these families and
when the list of identifiable persons includes five jolleyscolleysJol leys four
rockwellsrockwelllRockwells two culvers and the pratt brothers parley and
orson one isis indeed impressed with the importance of family
and friends in the early growth of mormonism when it is also
remembered that the real beginning of the church in ohio
was the result of the conversion of parley P pratt s friend
sidney rigdon and his closest associates the point becomes
even more impressive

needed also is an analysis of the status of the church as
the new york period came to a close it is important to
know not only how the church was organized what the
members believed and how large it was but also the way
the church developed later in order to understand what new
directions it took and what factors remained constant from
the new york period on A brief preliminary analysis sug-
gests that the infant church consisted of some seventy mem-
bers many of whom and we do not know how many were
preparing to leave their homes for ohio early in 1831 the
church was called the church of christ although its members
were nicknamed mormonitesMormo nites by outsiders the organization
was very simple the leadership consisting of only a first and
second elder but the basis for a more elaborate organization
had been established joseph smith and oliver cowdery were
called apostles and church members had already been given
to understand that a quorum of twelve was soon to be estab-
lished the offices of elder priest teacher and deacon had
been restored and their duties described and the foundation
for a broad missionary program had already been laid it is

not known whether church members were aware of joseph
smith s first vision but it is clear that they considered him
a prophet who received divine revelation and therefore were
willing to submit themselves to his direction they accepted
as scripture not only the bible but also the book of mormon
which they believed had been translated by joseph smith
through divine power
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it has been suggested that mormon doctrine did not really
take shape until after joseph smith moved to ohio and came
under the influence of the campbellite preacher sidney rig-
don but many of the beliefs and practices which became per-
manent parts of the mormon faith were in the book of mor-
mon or in some of joseph s early revelations and were thus
part of mormonism even before joseph smith left new york
among the more important of these concepts were the fol-
lowing faith repentance baptism by immersion for the re-
mission of sins the bestowal of the holyghostholy ghost by the laying
on of hands priesthood authority the importance of mis-
sionary work the fall of man doctrine of the atonement of
christ millennialism free agency spiritual gifts america as
a chosen land and the site of the new jerusalem and the
universality of the gospel As marvin hill demonstrates in
his article in this issue of BYU studies many of the basic
tenets of mormonism were rooted in the new york period
on the other hand new york church members did not teach
several doctrines and practices which later became part of the
faith tithing preexistencepreexistence the three degrees of glory
eternal marriage eternal progression salvation for the dead
plural marriage and various far reaching developments in
church organization

the foregoing material has suggested some of the broad
general approaches which may be taken toward a study of
mormon origins there are more specific questions which also
will bear further study

1 what additional information can be found on the ac-
tivitiestivities of joseph smith and his family between 1820 and
1830 up to 1827 at least the sources are sketchy and more
details are needed who were their friends what did they
read where did they go to church

2 what transpired between joseph smith and sidney
rigdon in december 1830 did rigdon go to new york with
the idea of trying to get joseph smith to move to kirtland
had he deliberately prepared kirtland in any way for the
arrival of the new york prophet

3 how many mormonscormons left new york for kirtland early
in 183118 31 what did it mean to them to leave

4 what do we know about the early anti mormon writers
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who attacked joseph smith and his followers what can we
say about their background personal qualifications and moti-
vations richard anderson explores some aspects of this ques-
tion inin his essay below

5 are we mormonscormons willing to admit that some of our
writers have made mistakes inin trying to reconcile conflicting
accounts of joseph smith s early experiences A case inin point
isis B H roberts description of the setting for joseph smith s

first vision roberts based his conclusion upon an attempted
correlation of the accounts of joseph smith william smith
and oliver cowdery3cowdery173 he said that it was inm 1820 that a
certain reverend lane so affected joseph smith by his preach
ing that he was induced to utter the prayer which resulted inin
that first vision in the original sources however neither
cowdery nor william smith mentions the 1820 visionvision specifi-
cally both of them place the reverend lane inin the vicinity
of palmyra inin 1823 relating him to the background of the
visionsvisions that announced the book of mormon neither joseph
smith nor his mother mentioned reverend lane it isis probable
that roberts came to his conclusion because the revival de-
scribed by cowdery seemed similar to the 1820 religious ex-
citementcit later described by joseph smith clearing up the
confusion of dates does not seem as important here as a frank
recognition that there isis such confusion the inconsistencies
inin early sources do not affect the credibility of joseph smith
but our failure to discuss them perpetuates the myth that
mormon writers are not willing to face the facts

6 who was the reverend mr lane and when was he
inin palmyra A recent article by a presbyterian minister wesl-
ey walters casts doubts on the claim that reverend lane
was inin the palmyra vicinity inin 1820 as3s since lane has been
closely identified with mormon origins it becomes essential
that we know more about him and his movements larry
porter inin his fine essay inin this issueissue effectively challenges
some of walters inferences by showing the possibility that
lane may have passed through the palmyra vicinity inin 1820
but more research isis needed before a final conclusion can be

3 roberts comprehensive history vol 1 p 52

wesley P walters new light on mormon origins from palmyra N
Y revival bulletin of the evangelical theological society vol 10 fall
1967 ppap 227244227 244
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reached if reverend lane kept a journal its discovery would
prove invaluable in helping construct a more accurate picture
of the background of mormon origins

7 what evidence do we have other than the word of
joseph smith that there was an unusual excitement on the
subject of religion in the vicinity of palmyra in 1820 up to
this point little such evidence has been uncovered and walters
challenged the story in the article referred to above milton
backman however has discovered interesting new material
which he presents in his important article on the historical
setting of the first vision

8 what information do we have to help us locate cor-
rectly the important sites of early mormon history Is the
present peter whitmer home on the actual site of the organi-
zation of the church Is the present sacred grove the actual
grove where joseph smith had his first vision Is the present
smith family home the actual place in which joseph saw the
angel moroni in this issue T edgar lyon has raised some
questions which amount to a plea for accuracy in mormon
historical endeavors

9 mormonism unavailedunvailed presented many statements from
joseph smith s contemporaries damaging to his character
while such statements are open to suspicion because of the
way in which they were collected the question must still be
raised as to what other contemporary evidence is available
concerning the youthful character of the mormon prophet
Is it possible to find contemporary statements about young
joseph that are more reliable if he was really obscure before
1830 the search may be difficult but it should continue
there is some evidence that before he gained notoriety for
his religious experiences joseph smith and his family were
considered honorable and respectable the mormon origins
group is making every effort to locate further evidence the
search should also continue for early statements regarding the
book of mormon particularly the 1827 newspaper article
mentioned by stephen S harding

10 what contemporary evidence other than mormon
writings do we have that the new york mormonscormons were perse-
cuted before leaving the state who persecuted them how
what reasons did they give for so doing
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11 what verifiable accounts do we have of the various
court trials experienced by joseph smith in new york fawn
brodie has published a document purporting to be the tran-
script of an 1826 trial in which joseph smith was found
guilty of disturbing the peace but its authenticity is not beyond
question by the same token joseph smith tells the story of two
trials in 18501830 which ended in his acquittal but his writings
and an 1844 nauvoo speech by his lawyer john S reid are
the only sources for these 39 Is it possible to find corroborating
evidence for any of these trials or for any other legal diffi-
culties he may have had in new york an essay on such
problems would indeed be a valuable addition to the literature
on early mormon history

12 finally what can we discover about the writing of
joseph smith s own history of this period when did he first
begin to keep notes how did he keep them who were his
scribes and secretaries and what part did they play in the
keeping of the notes and the writing of the history dean
jessee a member of the LDS church historian s staff has
done some valuable sleuthing on this problem the results of
which are presented below

WHERE do WE go FROM HERE

the questions raised above only suggest some of the re-
search which yet needs to be done on the history of mormon
origins in new york it is startling to think that the little
flock of seventy people could require at this late date so
much historical attention but their significance exceeds their
number and the historian is compelled to explore every aspect
of their history

it has been demonstrated that the sources for the period are
scarce hopefully the new information recovered by the
authors of the articles in this issue of BYU studies will demon-
strate that new sources can be discovered and will motivate
younger scholars to join the search it is probable that attics
basements and family trunks still harbor journals letters and
notes that would throw light on mormon origins A further
examination of libraries in new york pennsylvania and ohio

DHC vol 1 ppap 889688 96 times and seasons vol 5 june 1 1844
ppap 549552549 552
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could well uncover newspapers pamphlets and even diaries
that have previously been passed over 40 the vast resources
of the church genealogical program could be marshaled to
trace the history of some of the earliest converts the objec-
tive of course is to amass as large a body as possible of pri-
mary material that will become an indispensable tool for mor-
mon and non mormon alike in their further quest for the
truth about mormon origins when this has been done wewe
should then concentrate on doing the same thing for the next
period

whilewhi le preparing this article one of the writers located in the manuscripts
division of the new york public library a diary of james gordon bennett
founder of the new york herald of a journey through new york during the
summer of 1831 one tantalizing entry is dated geneva new york august
7 1831 mormonism old smith joseph smith sr was a healer a grand
story teller very glib was a vender made gingerbread and butter
mints young smith was careless idle idolentindolent fellow 22 years old
brought up to live by his wits which means a broker of small wants
harris was a hardy industrious farmer of palmyra with some money could
speak off the bible by heart henry sic rigdon a parson in general smart
fellow he is the author of the bible they dig first for money a great many
hills turned into a religious plot and gave out the golden plates
mormonitesMormo nites went to ohio because the people here would not pay any attention
to them


